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Training the next generation

the essential role of academic libraries in educating graduate students
in research data management
Why Graduate Students?

Why Data Management Education?

They need it | They aren’t getting data

Evolving needs | The ability to quickly and

management training anywhere else6, but they
badly need it as a part of their professional
development.

easily collect large, nuanced datasets is outpacing
researchers’ abilities to effectively manage them.

Preservation & access | Poorly managed data are

They’ll use it | A large majority will be handling

at the greatest risk of being placed into ‘dark storage’
or completely lost. 78% of researchers either don’t
use a metadata standard, or use one that they made
up.1 How effectively can these datasets be shared
and reused?

Mandates | Investigators are

under increasing pressure from
funding agencies to compose data
management plans and share data;
they need the skills to meet these
requirements.

Will the data in her laboratory notebook be preserved
& accessible over time?

data as a part of their thesis or dissertation
research, and many will use these skills for the
rest of their careers.

Why the Library?
Innovation | As data-driven science becomes

the norm, academic libraries face the challenge
of redefining our roles in information services and
management.2-4 Data management is one area where
we can have a strong impact on our stakeholders.

Our skills | Progression from information literacy to

data literacy is a natural step. Librarians have skills
and knowledge in areas that directly translate to data
management and curation.5

Receptive audience | Students are more likely to

integrate new habits and skills into their workflow
than older, more well-established researchers.

Timing | Data loss occurs when students finish their
program and leave, but this could be reduced if they
had better training up front.

Graduate-level instruction in data management is
fundamental for future researchers in many disciplines.

Our mission | We strive to cultivate superior

Our Strategies
Workshops | We currently offer graduate students two 60-minute workshops

in research data management every quarter. While these workshops are wellreceived, their level of benefit to the students is severely limited by the short
time period of the instruction. The most common feedback we receive is, “I wish
we had spent more time or gone into greater detail on XYZ... ”

Coursework | We are currently working on developing a credit-bearing course

in research data management for graduate students. The initial offering will be a 2 credit,
transdisciplinary course. In the future, we plan to offer discipline-specific discussion sections
in parallel with the course, as well as hybrid and Extended Campus versions. We are working
closely with the OSU Center for Teaching & Learning to develop pedagogy, learning outcomes,
activities and exercises that are both specific and conducive to the data management
curriculum.

Cohort study | In collaboration with the OSU Graduate School and Research Office, we are

offering the course in a pilot mode prior to launching the credit-bearing version. Participating
students (N=20) will receive a 0.1 FTE stipend to participate in the course. Instead of us
grading them, they will grade the course, providing critical feedback about how it can be
improved. We will remain engaged with the students on a quarterly basis until they graduate
in order to assess the impact of the course on their data management practices, and how well
prepared they were to deposit their thesis or dissertation dataset(s) into our digital repository.

Goals | Provide students with critical skills; improve research processes, resulting in better

scholarship, empower discovery, and preserve and
disseminate knowledge. Effective data management
enhances all of these aspects of our mission.

preservation and sharing of data; emphasize the essential role of library faculty in supporting
the research processes of the next generation of investigators.

Strategy | Library-based courses that reach across

Credit-bearing coursework in research data managment is rare, but high-quality resources for
curriculum development and course content are available. See references8-12 for a short list.

disciplines establish a high level of engagement with
a population that is increasingly inclined to “ask
Google.”
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